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Stranraer, 28 October 2020:

The sheriff, having resumed consideration of the cause, the pursuers no longer insisting on their seventh plea-in-law, and having

heard parties’ procurators on the defenders’ first, second, third and sixth pleas in law, S ustains the defenders’ third and sixth pleas

in law, S ustains the defenders’ first and second pleas in law to the extent that they each apply to the issue of the pursuers’ supposed

ancillary servitude right, thereafter (i) Grants decree to the pursuers in terms of crave one, (ii) Grants decree to the pursuers in

terms of crave four under deletion of the words “and over the area coloured green on said Plan” where they appear on the sixth and

seventh lines of the crave, and also of the words “parking trailers or other vehicles or any other obstructions” where they appear on

the seventh and eighth lines of the crave, (iii) Assoilizies the defenders in terms of crave two and six, (iv) Makes no further order in

terms of crave three, thereafter Assigns a hearing upon the expenses of the debate procedure and of the cause at the S heriff Court

in Stranraer on 24 November at 11am.

 



Introduction

1. This ma er called for a diet of debate on 2 O ctober this year. The case involves an action raised by the heritable proprietors

of the property of B enmore, B arrhill Farm, Newton S tewart against the joint heritable proprietors of the property of B arrhill

Farm.

 

2. The pursuers’ home, B enmore, as its full address infers, is surrounded by the land of the defenders’ property, B arrhill Farm.

The action before the court hinges upon the extent of a servitude right of access enjoyed by the pursuers over the defenders’

property.

Servitude rights discussion

3. B efore proceeding to account the debate it is pertinent to examine, briefly, the position in S cots law of the right upon which it

was focussed. Rankine, The Law of Land Ownership in Scotland 4th Edition explains servitude rights as follows:

Real or predial servitudes, or servitudes simply, are certain conventional rights known to the law, in virtue of which the owner,

as such, of one tenement possesses certain privileges as against the owner, as such, of a neighbouring tenement; or altering the

standpoint, they are conventional real burdens known to the law, in virtue of which the la er owner is subjected to certain

restraints in favour of the former. The first-mentioned tenement is termed the dominant, the other the servient, tenement; and

their owners are called, for shortness, the dominant and servient owner respectively(page 413).

4. Thus a servitude provides a right to the owner (the dominant proprietor) of one piece of land (the dominant tenement) to

conduct certain activities upon land owned by a neighbour (the servient proprietor). The land over which the servitude is

exercised is known as the servient tenement.

 

5. It is germane to the present case to note that Cuisine and Paisley’s Servitudes and Rights of Way”(Paragraph 3.02 at page 158)

confirms that a right of access or way has long been an activity which may be exercised by way of a servitude:

“A servitude, of way, or free ish and entry is one of the most commonly encountered servitude rights

6. It is also se led law that a servitude right may be constituted by way of express grant (see Rankine at page 427). Typically

such a grant will take the form of deed followed by registration, most often where the servitude is created as part of a sale.

Where that sale involves a subdivision the grant will be included in the disposition.

 

7. Although at one stage in this cause the pursuers advanced what appeared to be esto arguments that a servitude right to turn

vehicles may have been constituted by way of prescription, that position was not insisted upon at the diet of debate. At the

debate parties were in agreement that the servitude right of access which is the subject of this case had been established by

way of an express grant.

Factual background

8. The property at B enmore was constituted in two separate grants. The part of the property which is the subject of this

litigation was originally disponed as part of a subdivision, or break up disposition, by the Partners and Trustees for the F irm



of William Graham and Company to Alistair John Hastings on 2 May 1969. The disposition is lodged as the second

documentary production for the pursuers. The disposition included a grant of a servitude right of access to the heritable

proprietors of Benmore. The right was expressed in the following terms:

“..a heritable and irredeemable servitude right of access to and egress from said bungalow by the said road leading to Barrhill

Farm for all traffic vehicular pedestrian or otherwise.”

9. The bungalow referred to in the 1969 disposition is the home of the pursuers at B enmore. The “said road” referred to is

described earlier in the disposition as “the road leading to Barrhill farm”. The disposition appended a “plan referred to in the

foregoing disposition” in which the road to B arrhill Farm is shown. It runs directly along the south west perimeter of

Benmore.

 

10. The pursuers’ ownership of B enmore followed disposition in their favour upon 25 S eptember 1989 by the Trustees of the

late John Millar. This document is lodged by the pursuers as their first documentary production. Naturally that disposition

details the servitude right granted to Benmore in 1969. In this 1989 disposition the right is described thus:

“ ..a heritable and irredeemable servitude right of access to and egress from said bungalow by the road leading to Barrhill Farm

for all traffic, vehicular, pedestrian, or otherwise…”

Here too a plan was appended to the disposition. It also clearly identifies the road to Barrhill Farm

 

11. B arrhill Farm is registered in the L and Register under Title Number WGN5960. A printout of the title is the fifth

documentary production for the pursuers. B arrhill Farm comprises of 5.56 hectares of land. The servitude right of access in

favour of the heritable proprietors of B enmore is recorded in the B urdens S ection of its title (the bungalow now being

referred to as Benmore Cottage) as follows:

“a servitude right of access to and egress from said Cottage by the access road tinted blue and mauve on the title Plan…”

12. As is indicated the title WGN5960 contains a plan, in this instance an extract from an ordnance survey map, which

clearly identifies the same road as is detailed, and identified by words and maps, in the dispositions. For ease I  will

hereinafter refer to this road by the term that was generally applied to it in title WGN5960; “the access road”.

 

13. It was helpful that the initial writ which commenced this action a ached a copy of the ordnance survey map that forms part

of the title WGN5960, marked up to assist the court (hereinafter “the copy map”). The copy map illustrates that the access

road runs from the farm house of Barrhill Farm, marked with the letter X upon the copy map (hereinafter “point X”), across

the land of the farm and beyond until it reaches a junction with Wigtown Road. That junction is marked with the le er Y

upon the copy map (hereinafter “point Y”). In its course the access road passes by, and adjoins part of, B enmore Co age.

The defenders’ counsel was happy that we utilise the copy map during the debate. Accordingly, almost exclusively, this is

how we orientated ourselves at the diet when we referred to the geography of the two properties.

 

14. The pursuers’ agents had also illustrated the copy map by colouring an area in green, namely an area which separates



the south west boundary of B enmore from the access road (hereinafter “the area coloured green”). There is no argument

between the parties that the area coloured green forms part of B arrhill Farm and is thus the defenders’ property. It is

however claimed by the pursuers that throughout their ownership of B enmore they have driven over the area coloured

green for the purpose of turning motor vehicles onto the access road. There is need for this, the pursuers claim, because

although the access road directly adjoins B enmore Co age at one point, the width of the access road where it does so is so

narrow that “long” vehicles cannot turn at all, and smaller vehicles can only turn with difficulty. It is this area that is at the

heart of this litigation.

 

15. It appears that a dispute arose relative to the right of the pursuers to turn vehicles upon the area coloured green in or

around 2018. Ma ers escalated on 17 January 2019, when the defenders erected a (locked) iron gate across the access road

at the point marked by the le er Z  on the copy map (hereinafter “point Z “). The gate was located where the access road

ceases to adjoin B enmore and begins to adjoin the area coloured green. The locked gate barred the pursuers from using that

part of the access road that runs from point Z  to point Y, and also, and more significantly, from accessing the area coloured

green to turn vehicles. In addition the pursuers maintain that the position of the gate required a tenant of a building on

B arrhill Farm to park on the area coloured green, creating a further inhibition upon the pursuers using that area. The

pursuers also contended that the second named defender had parked a trailer upon the area coloured green which similarly

prevented the pursuers using the same for turning.

The action

16. S hortly after the erection of the gate the pursuers served an initial writ. I t sought to remedy what they considered to be

an unlawful interference with their servitude rights. In its averments it asserted that they held both a servitude right of

access to utilise the whole of the access road, and also an ancillary right (to that servitude right) to turn vehicles on the area

coloured green.

 

17. Accordingly the pursuers’ first crave sought declarator of their servitude right of access over the entirety of the access

road from point X to P oint Y. S econdly, and most significantly to the diet of debate, they craved declarator of an ancillary

right of vehicular access over the area coloured green, permi ing them “inter alia” to turn motor vehicles in the course of

exercising the servitude right of access sought in crave one. Additionally, as per crave three, they sought decree ordaining

the defenders to remove the locked gate erected at point Z , or alternatively to provide fobs or codes to the pursuers that

would enable them to open the said gate. Related to that, in terms of crave four, the pursuers sought that the defenders and

their agents, tenants, contractors, employees and others acting on their behalf be interdicted from encroaching upon or

interfering with the pursuers’ peaceable enjoyment of the servitude right of access between point X and point Y  and the

area coloured green by erecting locked gates, parking trailers or other vehicles or any other obstruction or by locking the

gate already erected.

 

18. B y the time of the diet of debate in compliance with an interim order granted on 10 April 2019 a key code had been

provided to the pursuers enabling them to open the locked gate. Further on 5 June 2019 the pursuer was granted an interim

order in terms of crave four to the extent that the defenders (and their agents etc) were prevented from parking any trailer

or other vehicle, or placing any obstruction on part of the area coloured green, namely that part lying generally to the west



of a line running from the midpoint of the southern boundary of the area coloured green to the point marked 'A'

(hereinafter “point A”) on the copy map. The Defender was also ordained to remove the trailer then parked on that part

of the area coloured green.

 

19. However the pursuers’ pleadings narrate that whilst the trailer was moved in or around 12 June 2019 in compliance with

the interlocutor of 5 June, it was re-located upon another part of the area coloured green not captured within the terms of

the interim order. This, the pursuers assert, has caused one of the pursuers’ tenants, who would ordinarily park in the part

of the area coloured green that became occupied by the re-located trailer on 12 June 2019, to park instead on the western

part of the area. The effect, the pursuer’s say, being that they were once more obstructed in exercising their right to turn

vehicles where, they claim, they are entitled to so do. As such the pursuers amended their pleadings during the course of the

action to include a sixth crave seeking removal of the said trailer from any part of the area coloured green.

 

The focus of the Debate

20. The writ was defended. In doing so there was no contention by the defenders that a servitude right of access had been

granted to B enmore by the 1969 disposition. It was the extent of the right, and the existence of the ancillary right claimed,

that the defenders challenged. Thereafter, in due course, and following adjustment and amendment of the record, a diet of

debate was set down to determine the defenders’ first, second, and third pleas in law, as well as the seventh plea in law for

the pursuers. Both parties provided very helpful written submissions in support of their respective positions prior to the diet.

 

21. The defenders’ first two pleas asserted that the pursuers’ averments lacked relevancy and specification such that the

action should be dismissed and not admitted to probation respectively. The third asserted that the pursuers’ averments of an

ancillary right over the area coloured green was irrelevant, and thus should not be admi ed to probation. The Defenders’

counsel had also anticipated arguing his sixth plea in law, something which was not however referenced in the interlocutor

that assigned the diet of debate. As there was so li le to choose between that plea and the other pleas by the defender, both

parties were content for that plea in law to be argued also.

 

22. For his part the pursuers’ solicitor advocate stated that he was no longer insisting upon their seventh plea in law. Rather

he sought only to have the defender’s pleas repelled, and all craves that remained in contention remitted to proof.

 

23. Immediately prior to the commencement of the debate I  was advised by parties that certain previously identified

submissions were no longer to be argued. The pursuers no longer sought to advance that a servitude right of access had also

been created over the area coloured green by way of prescription. The defenders, for their part, no longer maintained a

civiliter argument that the servitude right of access did not extend beyond B enmore. They conceded that it existed along

the entirety of the access road from point X to point Y.

 

24. Given this refinement of the defenders’ stance, their counsel conceded that, even were their pleas in law sustained, the effect



would be that the pursuer would be entitled to decree of declarator in respect of their first crave. The pursuers would also be

entitled to decree of interdict in terms of crave four, under deletion of those aspects of the crave directed at the area coloured

green, and activities thereon. However he continued to maintain that the defenders should be assoilizied from craves two and

six. In terms of crave three the position of counsel for the defenders was that, access having been provided to the pursuers

through the gate by means of the key code, no further order was necessary. The grant of decree in crave four would protect

the pursuers future peaceable enjoyment of the access road free from obstruction.

 

25. The abandonment of the prescription argument did not affect the pursuers’ position that ma ers should proceed to

probation.

 

26. Given that it was now only the defenders who were insisting upon pleas in law, parties agreed that it was appropriate

that the defenders lead at the diet, and that the pursuers thereafter respond.

 

27. The argument that was presented by counsel for the defenders essentially had two strands. I  will refer to them

hereinafter as being his “first argument” and his “second argument”. The first argument was that no ancillary servitude

right was capable of being established over the area coloured green.

 

28. The second argument was that in any event the defenders averments, if established, did not evidence that the use of the

area coloured green was necessary for the reasonable enjoyment of B enmore. That being the test which must be met by

them to establish an ancillary right.

 

29. The pursuers’ solicitor advocate, understandably, framed his oral submissions so as to respond to each of these strands.

However it is worth recording that the preponderance of the submissions from both sides were heard upon the defenders’

first argument, which, of course, if established would deal with the matter without the necessity of examining the second.

 

 

Submissions on behalf of the defenders

 

30. In se ing the scene for his submissions, counsel for the defender readily conceded that a servitude right may come with

ancillary rights. Indeed his wri en submissions referenced a passage from Cuisine and Paisley: Servitudes and Rights of

Way (1998) upon that proposition:

 

“Not only does a servitude permit activity falling squarely within its scope but also activities which are ancillary to that

primary activity. In Jones v Pritchard [[1908] 1 Ch 630] Parker said: “the grant of an easement is prima facie the grant of such

ancillary rights as are reasonably necessary to its exercise orenjoyment.” In our view, that is also a statement of the position in

Scots law.”(Para 12.124)



 

31. His proposition upon ancillary rights was however straightforward. An ancillary right may only be developed over the

servient tenement. That being the land which the dominant proprietor is entitled to exercise their servitude right over. There

is an obvious, but crucial, distinction between the servient property and the servient tenement. The former is all of the

neighbouring land owned by the servient proprietor, and the la er is that part of the servient property over which the

servitude right may be exercised. They are not necessarily one and the same thing, and indeed often are not. In the present

case the grant of the servitude right made it clear that the servitude right was to be exercised only over the access road. The

servient tenement was therefore comprised only of the access road. The area coloured green was no part of the access road,

thus no part of the servient tenement, ergo it was not possible that an ancillary right could exist on that area.

 

32. Counsel for the defender was also happy to accept that the status of ancillary rights in S cots law had been confirmed by

the Appellate Commi ee of the House of L ords in Moncrieff –v- Jamieson (2007) UKHL 42. This case was accepted by both

parties to be the leading authority upon servitude rights, and the issue of its application to the instant case took up much of

their respective submissions.

 

33. Moncrieff involved consideration of an appeal against a decision of the Court of S ession, inter alia, to grant declarator

that a servitude right of vehicular access enjoyed by the respondent, through express grant, included an ancillary right to

park on the servient tenement. The respondent was the heritable proprietors of subjects known as Da S tore, a small piece of

land in S andsound, S hetland. As with the instant case Da S tore had previously been part of the property of one of the

appellants, and had been separated from it by later disposition. In Moncrieff, as here, the disposition conferred upon the

respondent a servitude right of access to public roads. However the express grant provided was described in less precise

language than that selected in the 1969 disposition of Benmore, viz:

 

“(Fourth) a right of access from the branch public road through Sandsound”

 

There was therefore an absence of any specification of route by which the right of access to Da S tore from the public road

should be exercised. Consequently, in Moncrieff the right of access was enjoyed over all of the servient property of the

appellant. Put another way all of the servient property was within the servient tenement.

 

34. The Commi ee dismissed the appeal, and confirmed that in the circumstances the respondent did enjoy a right to park

vehicles ancillary to the servitude right of access. The leading judgement provided by Lord Hope stated ( Paragraph 29):

 

“It requires only a slight modification to the words of Lord Campbell LC to identify the test that is to be applied in the case of

ancillary rights, where there is an express grant and the question is what ancillary rights are necessary for the convenient and

comfortable use and enjoyment of the servitude. In Jones v Pritchard [1908] 1Ch 630, 638Parker J said that the grant of an

easement is also prima facie the grant of such ancillary rights as are reasonably necessary to its exercise and enjoyment. Cusine



and Paisley Servitudes and Rights of Way ( 1998) para 12.124 accept this observation as a statement of the position in Scots law

too. As they put it in the same paragraph, ‘Not only does a servitude permit activity falling squarely within its scope but also

activities which are ancillary to the primary activity.’ In Kennedy v MacDonald, 14 November 1988, unreported (1988 GWD

40-1653) Sheriff Principal Caplan said that activities which are reasonably incidental to the enjoyment of access may be

incorporated in the right. It is preferable, however, not to risk diluting the test by expressing it in these terms. The question is

whether the ancillary right is necessary for the comfortable use and enjoyment of the servitude. The use of the words ‘necessary’

and ‘comfortable’ strikes the right balance between the interest of the servient and dominant proprietors.”

 

35. O n one view the approach set out by L ord Hope might be seen to fit neatly with the pursuers’ claim in the present case

that an ancillary right to turn vehicles exists on the area coloured green. The pursuers, after all, assert that the reasonable

enjoyment of their property requires an ancillary right to turn their vehicles upon that area, and that the act of turning

vehicles has a minimal impact upon the defender’s enjoyment of the servient tenement. As such it could be said that the

interests of dominant and servient tenement are properly balanced by the existence of an ancillary right to turn. If that view

were correct then the pursuers’ pleadings in support of the craves that remained in contention would not be irrelevant, they

would be entitled to lead evidence at proof to support them, and the defenders’ pleas in law would fall to be repelled.

 

36. However in the submission of counsel for the defender that view ignores material distinctions between Moncrieff and the

instant action. S ignificantly, in his submission, the issue in contention in Moncrieff was whether the right to park was

established as an ancillary right to a servitude right that already admi edly existed over the land in question. That the land

in question was within the servient tenement was not in dispute. It was the nature of the rights that could be exercised that

was in contention. There was no question in Moncrieff, in any of the courts that dealt with the case, of declarator being

sought that there was an ancillary right over land which was not part of the servient tenement. In fact what was crucial to

the Commi ee’s decision was their view that the prospect of parking vehicles on the servient tenement was in contemplation

by the granters at the time of the express grant in the 1973 disposition of Da Store. As Lord Hope explained at paragraph 30:

 

“ it is not necessary for it to be shown that all the rights that are later claimed as necessary for the comfortable use and

enjoyment of the servitude were actually in use at that date. It is sufficient that they may be considered to have been in

contemplation at the time of the grant, having regard to what the dominant proprietor might reasonably be expected to do in the

exercise of his right to convenient and comfortable use of the property”

 

37. Holding those words of L ord Hope up against the facts of the present case, counsel for the defender maintained that it

could not be said that at the time of the 1969 disposition use of the area coloured green for turning vehicles was in

contemplation. P ut shortly, had that been so the area coloured green would have been included along with the access road

in the specification of the grant of the servitude right of access.

 

38. It was also crucial, in counsel’s submission, to the Commi ee’s decision, and indeed made clear by L ord Hope at

paragraph 29, that this parking activity was ancillary to the primary activity of the servitude right. In the present case the

primary activity was access to B enmore using the access road. It could be the case that other rights upon the access road



might be claimed as ancillary to that primary activity, but turning vehicles on land which was not part of the access road,

and thus not part of the servient tenement, could not possibly be one of them.

 

39. Accordingly counsel submi ed that their L ordships in Moncrieff encountered a very distinct situation from that which

appertains to the present action, because in the instant case the servient tenement was restricted to the access road. B enmore

had no servitude right of access over the area coloured green. No ancillary rights were therefore possible upon that area. In

truth, according to counsel, what the pursuers sought was the extension of the geographical boundaries of the servient

tenement beyond those which had been clearly set out in the express grant of servitude provided in the 1969 disposition.

Such an extension had no basis or justification in law.

 

40. However although Moncrieff did not address a case where the boundaries of the servient tenement were in dispute, a

part of one of the judgements was submi ed by counsel to be of value in assessing his first argument. In this regard counsel

for the defenders took the court to the remarks of Lord Scott of Foscote at paragraph 57:

 

“The servient land in relation to a servitude or easement is surely the land over which the servitude or easement is enjoyed, not

the totality of the surrounding land of which the servient owner happens to be the owner. If there is an easement of way over a

100 yard roadway on a 1,000 acre estate, or an easement to use for storage a small shed on the estate access to which is gained via

the 100 yard roadway, it would be fairly meaningless in relation to either easement to speak of the whole estate as the servient

land.”

 

41. In counsel’s submission through these comments the House of L ords made clear that the servient tenement and the

servient property should not be conflated. S ervitudes are exercised over those parts of the servient property upon which

they are enjoyed, and not the whole of the property. In assessing the authoritative weight to be given to the comments it is

important and significant, counsel advanced, that L ord S co ’s assertion was not disapproved of in the other judgements.

Paragraph 57 was therefore, in his submission, sound authority for the proposition that a servitude right exists solely upon

the land over which the servitude is granted.

 

42. The corollary of the line advanced by counsel for the defender is that the geographical extent of the servient tenement is

therefore the crucial factor in determining the outcome of the issues at debate. When addressing that specific issue counsel

submi ed that in this case ascertaining the boundaries of the servient tenement is straightforward; all that one requires to

do is examine the terms of the express grant contained in the 1969 disposition. This makes it clear that the servitude right is

restricted to the access road alone. The road was clearly identified by words and by map. The servient tenement is the road,

and the road alone. The area coloured green is not part of the access road. The granters of the disposition could have

included the area coloured green as being part of the grant, but they did not do so. That must be seen as a purposeful

choice.

 

43. Further, in counsel’s submission, servitude rights fall to be construed strictly. In terms of authority I  was pointed to the



comments of Lord Marnoch in the Court of Session judgement for Moncrieff ( 2005 1 SC 281 at para [24]):

“In the overall result, while I recognise, and endorse, the principle that a grantp of servitude must be strictly construed, that

principle must on occasion yield to the competing principle that the grant of a right carries with it, by implication, what is

necessary to the reasonable enjoyment of that right”.

 

44. Additionally counsel asked that I  consider what the practical implications would be if the defenders’ proposition was correct.

Heritable property transactions would be faced with an unworkable level of uncertainty. P rospective purchasers of a servient

property, examining dispositions in which that property granted a right of access by a specified route, would have no idea as

to how that right might actually be exercised. That, he said, cannot be what the law expects. As such, as the servitude right of

access is specified to be upon the access road and that specification does not include the area coloured green, plainly and

inevitably the servient tenement at Barrhill Farm does not include the area coloured green.

 

Submissions on behalf of the pursuer

 

45. In commencing his submissions the solicitor advocate for the pursuers explained that he was not seeking to argue that the

pursuers enjoyed an ancillary right over land that was not within the servient tenement. Accordingly he conceded that

should the court accept the submissions of the defenders’ counsel, that the area coloured green was not part of the servient

tenement, then the ancillary rights that the pursuers sought could not be established.

 

46. He did not flinch from adopting this position however because, he proposed, the correct understanding of the servient

tenement in this case was that it encompassed the whole of B arrhill Farm as registered under title WGN5960, and not

merely the access road. This proposition had been articulated in the pursuers’ written submissions in the following terms:

 

“The Pursuers would suggest that the burdened property is the property owned in terms of the Defender’s title comprised in

Land Certificate WGN5960. That title sets out the Defenders’ title to, inter alia, both the area coloured green on the Pursuers’

plan (which forms part of a larger area of land), and the solum of the roadway over which the principal right of access exists. The

Defenders’ title as comprised in the said Land Certificate is a unitary title over the entirety of the heritable property referred to

within it. The servitude right of access in favour of the Pursuers, referred to in the Land Certificate, is a burden over (the

entirety of) the heritable property comprised within the title. The “burdened property” (otherwise the “servient property”) is the

entirety of the property comprised within the Defenders’ said title WGN5960.”

 

47. I  was told that any fears that this situation would give rise to egregious uncertainty were misplaced. The law provides a

fe er to protect the owners of the servient property through the long established S cots law principle of civiliter. This

principle applies generally to the exercise of servitude rights, and states that such rights must be exercised reasonably and in

the manner least burdensome to the servient tenement. In the submission of the solicitor advocate for the pursuer this

prevents servient properties from being abused by the exercise of servitude rights. Any uncertainty that might still persist,



by not necessarily knowing from sight of a disposition or deed the location upon the servient tenement upon which a

servitude right might be exercised, would be similarly limited by the application of the principle of civiliter. In any event

any such uncertainty was only akin to the uncertainty the law approved of by establishing ancillary rights not referred to in

express grants

 

48. In the present case what was sought by the pursuer amounted to merely taking vehicles very slightly beyond the access

road onto, and turning them upon, a very small parcel of land that adjoined the said road. That parcel of land was but a

couple of car lengths in width and length. That, in the submission of the pursuers’ solicitor advocate, could not reasonably

be said to offend against the principle of civiliter.

 

 

49. In developing this line the solicitor advocate for the pursuers faced up to the passage from L ord S co  in Moncrieff upon

which counsel for the defenders had, in part, relied. He asked that this court proceed with caution when considering these

words. Although he did not demur from the passage being persuasive, he nevertheless pointed to a number of factors that

undermined its weight. F irstly he asked that this court have regard to the provenance of L ord S co  as an E nglish judge, and

suggested that his L ordship may have viewed ma ers through the prism of E nglish law. Further the passage was, in his

submission, obiter, as the issue it addressed had not been in contention in Moncrieff. L astly he critiqued the legal analysis

L ord S co  applied to the hypothetical scenario posed in the cited passage, that being relative to effect upon easements if

servient land was sold. O verall he submi ed that the passage did not provide authority as to the geographical extent of

servient tenements. Indeed there was no authority, at least none that could be found, that addressed that specific issue.

 

50. There was however, I  was told, some assistance provided by Moncrieff. This was obtained by applying its ratio that an

ancillary right could be established relative to a servitude right (constituted by express grant), where the court took the view

that the ancillary right was in contemplation at the time of the grant. Given the narrowness of the access road it was

submi ed that it was clear that the drafters would have reasonably anticipated that a space would be needed by the

dominant proprietors to turn their vehicles. Further, given that the area coloured green sat adjacent to both the access road

and to B enmore, it would similarly have been reasonably anticipated that the location for that turning would have been on

that area.

 

51. The solicitor advocate for the pursuers had included in his list of authorities for the debate the judgement of S heriff Reid

at Glasgow in Johnson, Thomas and Thomas v Thomas Smith, T G and V Properties Limited and Clyde Gateway Developments

Limited [2016] SC GLA 50. At the hearing, as I  understood the pursuers’ solicitor advocate, it was offered that it might be of

interest, but I  was not taken to a particular passage. I  have however read the judgement, which is at first instance and

bound up in issues related to the existence of servitude rights obtained by prescription. I  could not see how it bears upon the

crucial issues in the present case.

 

52. The stance of counsel for the defenders that express grants of servitude rights should be construed strictly was also



challenged. I  wasn’t taken by the pursuers’ solicitor advocate to authority as to why that was. Nor was the rule of

interpretation, or construction, that the pursuers’ maintained should be applied elucidated upon.

 

Discussion

53. I  agree with both parties that determining the first strand of the defenders’ argument - whether an ancillary servitude

right was capable of being established over the area coloured green - reduces to answering a single question; was that area

part of the servient tenement?

 

54. If the answer to that question is in the negative, then the ancillary right for which declarator is sought in crave two, and

which underpins part of crave four and all of crave six, cannot be established. If it is in the positive then ma ers would

progress to be assessed in terms of the defenders’ second argument.

 

55. S ubmissions by counsel for the defenders were that the extent of the servient tenement is clear; I  should look to the words in

the express grant of the servitude right found in the disposition, and the clear identification of the route upon the ordnance

survey map. They exclude the area coloured green from being part of the servient tenement. Counsel also relied upon the

words of L ord S co  in Moncrieff which disavowed the notion that servient tenements comprised the whole of servient

properties. L ooked at generally it was obvious that the terms of the express grant of the servitude right was there for a

reason. In a property that extended to 5.56 hectares the portion of the property over which the right could be exercised, the

servient tenement, required to be specified. Thus would purchasers of properties know what burdens they faced when

buying land. As such the grant should be construed strictly. To do otherwise would be to introduce a level of uncertainty to

property transaction that would render them unworkable.

 

56. The solicitor advocate for the pursuers was equally clear in stating his proposition, that the whole of the servient

property of B arrhill Farm amounted to the servient tenement. This was evidenced, he said, by the fact that the servitude

right was recorded in the registration of B arrhill Farm’s title WGN5960, as a burden upon the whole of that property. As

such the whole of B arrhill Farm was subject to the servitude right of access and was all part of the servient tenement. The

area coloured green, as part of B arrhill Farm, is part of the servient tenement. Accordingly an ancillary right to turn

vehicles on that area could be established.

 

57. I  am afraid that, although eloquently presented, I  found that the submissions of the pursuers’ solicitor advocate failed to

set out a legal basis to support that proposition. Rather the submissions tended to veer towards addressing the defenders’

second argument. For instance his submissions that the right to turn vehicles on the area coloured green was necessary to

obtain reasonable enjoyment of B enmore were very ably presented, but ultimately only returned the court to the argument

as to whether the area coloured green was part of the servient tenement. S imilarly the submission that the circumstances of

the access road at B enmore inferred that the drafters of the grant of the servitude had in mind the use of the area coloured

green. O nce more, whilst ably put, that submission did not take me to the basis in law that would allow me to accept that

the drafters envisaged the entirety of the servient property would constitute the servient tenement.



 

58. When asked what the court should take from the fact that the access road had been specified in the grant of servitude,

the solicitor advocate said that this would have been for “legal and practical” purposes. He did not elaborate. However he

did re-iterate that the existence of that specification in the grant should not be seen as limiting the boundaries of the servient

tenement. He resisted offering an explanation as to why the drafters had chosen not to include the area coloured green as

part of the access road, on the basis that any explanation would simply be speculation on his part. I  entirely agree that

speculation is unhelpful, but I  found that I  was left without an adequate explanation as to why, if it were the case that all of

the servient property was part of the servient tenement, the drafters had then specified a route in the 1969 disposition.

 

59. Further nothing was said in submissions to indicate that the proposition that the burdened property constituted the servient

tenement was particular, or discreet, to B arrhill Farm. It was presented as a proposition with general application. S imilarly, I

was not told that the specification of the servitude right of access was unique to the 1969 disposition. This left me to wonder

why, if the pursuers’ proposition was correct, servitude rights of access were specified in dispositions. What is the point in

doing so? Yet, it seems, they frequently are.

 

60. It may be that by “legal and practical” purposes the solicitor advocate for the pursuers meant that the specification in the

1969 grant amounted to a route which was deemed civiliter by the servient proprietors granting the servitude right.

Although that was not said to me, I nevertheless also examined that approach when considering my judgement.

 

61. The submissions relative to the significance of the title WGN 5960, around the expression of the burdens on the property

there, caused me to return to that document in considering this ma er. Having done so I  was unable to agree with the

pursuers’ submission that the terms of the title evidenced that the servitude right of access was to apply to the whole of that

burdened property.

 

62. It is certainly correct that the servitude right of access is contained in the title WGN5960, within the B urdens S ection.

Within that section it is listed in the B urden P reamble sub-section, as part of entry number two. It is thereafter listed in the

Burden Detail sub-section also.

 

63. The B urden Detail sub-section accounts all of the burdens that apply to the burdened property WGN 5960. Its main

purpose seemed to me to be to detail the nature and extent of the application of the eleven burdens listed.

 

64. It was clear to me though, on examining the other entries detailing other grants of servitude rights, that various

specifications of where servitude rights of access may be exercised on WGN 5960 were stated.

 

65. B y way of example entry number three details the grant of a servitude right of access that proceeds along the access

road, but for a lesser portion of that road than is available to B enmore. The dominant proprietor may only use it where the



plan or map for the title is tinted mauve, whilst, by way of contrast, B enmore can use the portions tinted both blue and

mauve. The same lesser right, if one likes, is detailed in entry number five. I  wondered, if it was the case that the pursuers

were right, and the whole of WGN 5960 was the servient tenement, why did we see these discreet specifications?

 

66. Further there is nothing that I  could see, in the title WGN 5960, that states that, regardless of the specification of the

servitude rights detailed in the B urden Detail sub-section, these rights in fact apply across the whole of the property to

which the title relates. In fact it appeared to me that the effect of the B urdens S ection of title WGN5960 was to exhibit the

burdens, including the servitude rights, which fell upon WGN 5960, and to list the extent or limits to which they did. That

was equally consistent, perhaps more so, with the defenders’ proposition concerning the effect of specification of the

servitude right. I could not accept that the Burdens Section of the title, or indeed the title itself, assisted the pursuers’ case.

 

67. In conducting that consideration I  noted that Cusine and Paisley contained some passages relating to how servitude

access routes over servient tenements may be exercised. Whilst both parties made reference to this textbook I  was not, as far

as I  have noted at least, referred to these passages by them. The relevant passages are located within the section of Chapter

12 headed; “The Rights of the Dominant Proprietor”. Within that section they are found in the sub-section addressing, and

headed; “To choose the route within the servient tenement by which the servitude may be exercised”. I will turn to them now.

 

68. The sub-section in question commences at paragraph 12.131 with this statement from the authors:

“There is institutional authority to the effect that where a grant or reservation of servitude is indefinite as to the exact route,

the grant is not void due to lack of precision, but the dominant proprietor may choose the route over which the servitude is

exercisable. As Bankton says, this must be done in such a way as not to prejudice the rights of the servient owner: ‘ [A]nd if the

way is granted at large, or indefinitely, he may chuse it in any place most commodious for him: but not invidiously to the

other’s detriment: he must not pretend to have it thro’ gardens, inclosures or planting , made before the servitude was

established, these being always understood excepted’.”

69. However at 12.35 a qualification is then explained:

“… the principle (that formulated by B ankton) cannot override the express provision of a grant which sufficiently indicate the

route of the servitude. Especially since the advent of Land Registration, which is a map based system, most modern grants of

servitude will refer to a plan based on the most detailed Ordnance Survey map to indicate the route of the servitude and there

will be no occasion to apply the principle. It is applicable only to those cases where the grant sufficiently defines a servient

tenement but is so unspecific as to the route of the servitude that there remain a number of unspecific routes within that

servient tenement over which the servitude could be exercised. Even in these cases the application of the principle will be

excluded if the grant reserves to the servient proprietor the right to determine the route of exercise or states that the route of the

servitude is to be agreed between parties.”

 

70. B ankton’s principle therefore appears to be that; where a grant of servitude of access is not defined the dominant

tenement may chose the route, subject to not doing so in a manner that prejudices the rights of the servient property owner.

However it appears clear that this principle will not override an express grant which sufficiently indicates the route of the



servitude, rather it will only do so where the grant sufficiently defines the servient tenement, but lacks specification over that

route. The provisions of paragraph 12.35 would accordingly appear to challenge the pursuers’ proposition as to how I

should view the extent of the servient tenement.

 

71. I  say that principally because in the present case there was no suggestion on behalf of the pursuers that the express

grant was ambiguous, the disposition states access is to be by the access road. That road has been marked on the ordnance

survey map. However I  also took something from the reference by the authors to: “the grant (which) sufficiently defines a

servient tenement”. That too, I  found, served to undercut any proposition that in law the servient tenement is always

comprised of the entirety of the servient property. Why would servient tenements need to be defined if that is the case?

 

72. I  also found that these passages from Chapter 12 of Cusine and Paisley chimed with the aforementioned passage from

L ord S co  of Fosco e in Moncrieff, which the defenders relied upon. The germane feature of that passage was the remark

that:

“.. the land over which the servitude or easement is enjoyed, not the totality of the surrounding land of which the servient owner

happens to be the owner”.

I  accepted the submission made for the defenders that this was a statement to the effect that servitudes are not to be taken

as existing over the whole of a servient property.

 

73. In doing so I  could see no basis to set aside, nor query, the correctness of the comments by L ord S co  because he was

not a S co ish judge. I  would not have done so in any event, but, as counsel for the defender pointed out, none of the other

judges (from a bench that included L ord Hope and L ord Rodger) had disapproved the remarks. I  was also unsatisfied that

the critique mounted of the logic that L ord S co  employed in the hypothesis he pondered was well founded. I  was however

willing to accept that his remarks were not part of the ratio of Moncrieff. Nevertheless as obiter comment from a House of

L ords judgement I  concluded that they did carry authoritative weight. Indeed, as said previously, the solicitor advocate for

the pursuers himself, fairly, volunteered that it was in the category of being persuasive.

 

74. However whether the passages from Cusine and Paisley, and the words of L ord S co , favoured the defenders, would

then depend on the terms of the specification in the 1969 grant, and how the words should be construed. The defenders

maintained that the words of the grant were clear, as was the marking of the map that accompanied the disposition. The

words should be construed strictly, the natural, and intended, effect being to restrict the servient tenement to the access

road. Although not taken to them I also considered a number of authorities relating to how grants of servitude should be

construed. I found that these supported the pursuers’ submission on this point.

 

75. I  began with Carstairs v Spence 1924 SC 380, a case that whilst concerned with servitude rights of access obtained by

prescription, nevertheless contained this passage from Lord Blackburn at page 394 ( my emphasis applied):

 



“In limiting the defender’s right as he has done the Sheriff-substitute has applied a rule from the law of England for fixing the

measure of a servitude right constituted by prescriptive use. As I understand the authorities to which we were referred, the

measure of the right is ascertained in England on a very different principle from that which prevails in Scotland. W here a

servitude is constituted by express grant there seems to be li le difference between the laws of the two countries, and

none in this at all events, that the words of the grant provide the measure of the right granted. But where the right is

constituted by prescriptive possession the laws of the two countries seem to part company.”

 

76. In Hunter v Fox 1964 S.C. (H.L.) 95, a House of L ords appeal centred upon the construction of the terms of a grant of a

negative servitude over neighbouring land, Lord Reid made the following comments at page 99 (my emphasis applied):

 

“This is a negative servitude, and it is common ground that words purporting to create such a burden must be construed

strictly, there being a presumption for freedom. This provision appears in the Register of Sasines, which is open for all to see,

and a purchaser is entitled to rely on the faith of the record. He is not concerned with the intention of the person who created the

burden: he is concerned with the words which appear in the Register of Sasines. T hen there arises the question of what is

meant by a strict construction. I  can think of no stricter method of construction—and none was suggested in

argument—than to ask whether a reasonable man with a competent knowledge of the E nglish language could have

any real doubt about the meaning of the provision read in its context in the disposition. If the words are self-

contradictory, or so obscure that one has to grope for the meaning, then the provision is ineffective, and it is also ineffective if it

is ambiguous or reasonably capable of having more than one meaning. There can be no benevolent construction in the sense of

spelling a meaning out of obscure phraseology or preferring one of two or more reasonably possible meanings. But if the meaning

is clearly apparent, that is sufficient to satisfy the test of strict construction. I can find neither reason nor authority for holding

that defective drafting which does not obscure the meaning of the provision is enough to invalidate it.”

77. I  also considered that the later House of L ords case, Alvis v Harrison 1991 SLT 64, adopted the same approach (my

emphasis applied):

“It must be borne in mind that the issue to be decided depends first and foremost upon the construction of the grant of

servitude… I t may be that in order to determine the true construction of an express grant it is necessary to have regard

to surrounding circumstances prevailing at the time, but if the terms of the grant are clear and unambiguous the

character of any actual possession and use at the time of the grant or thereafter is of no consequence. T he grantee may

make as much or as little use of his right as he pleases: Gibb v. Bruce”. ( Lord Jauncey of Tullichettle at page 67)

78. F inally I  also had regard, once more, to the terms of Cusine and Paisley, on this occasion at paragraph 15.06. This

passage also appeared to present other challenges to the pursuers’ approach to the defenders’ first argument:

“The most important principle in the interpretation of deeds constituting servitudes is the presumption in favour of the

freedom of the servient tenement from restrictions and because a servitude is a limitation on freedom of ownership it is strictly

construed”.

 

Reasonable enjoyment of Benmore



 

79. The second, and it appeared, esto, argument made by counsel for the defenders was addressed in much shorter

compass. The proposition was that the pursuers’ pleadings, even if proved, would not evidence that turning vehicles upon

that area was necessary for the pursuers’ reasonable enjoyment of their property. This being, as confirmed by Moncrieff, the

test that needed to be met before an ancillary right could be declared.

 

80. Counsel for the defenders, in wri en submissions, made something of the assertion that it was to be presumed that prior

to 1989 B enmore had been enjoyed without use of the area coloured green. This was posited as undercu ing the notion that

this was needed to comfortably use or enjoy the property.

 

81. The defenders’ a ack on the pursuers’ pleadings relied on passages of their pleadings which were directed at crave one.

Counsel for the defenders’ proposition was that the pursuers had conceded that said enjoyment was achieved if they

obtained the right to use the access road in full. As such the prohibition on using the area coloured green was merely an

inconvenience, but not necessary to reasonable enjoyment.

 

82. The defenders’ contention here is best summarised by extracting a passage from their written submissions:

“The pursuers’ averments amount to an expression of inconvenience, largely due to the erection of the gate. Indeed, in article 4

of condescendence the pursuers aver:

‘Access over the full length of the said access roadway as far as point X on the said Plan is required for the reasonable and

comfortable use of the said right of access’.

This averment concedes that the servitude right of access can be reasonably and

comfortably used in the absence of an ancillary right over the area coloured green

 

83. The pursuers did not challenge the test that had to be met but pointed to the parts of their pleadings, separate from those

identified by counsel for the defenders where reasonable enjoyment was addressed. If these passages were made out they

would satisfy the craves.

 

Decision

 

84. I find that the area coloured green is not part of the servient tenement.

 

85. The 1969 disposition which provided the express grant of the servitude right of access was clear in specifying the basis

upon which access and egress was available to the dominant proprietor. It was by the access road. The area coloured green

is not part of that road, nor was it argued that it was. In short the area coloured green did not feature in any way in the



grant of the servitude right of access.

 

86. I  found the full extent of the servient tenement to be the access road that had been specified in the grant of the servitude

right provided in the 1969 disposition. I  saw no basis in law to support the proposition that the effect of that grant was that

the entirety of the servient property of B arrhill Farm was the servient tenement. Conversely I  did however find support for

the defenders’ proposition, that the servient tenement was restricted to the specified access road, from the passages in

Cusine and Paisley, from the remarks of L ord S co  of Fosco e at paragraph 57 of Moncrieff v Jamieson, and from the

various authorities which addressed the construction of servitude rights of access.

 

87. If the pursuers’ proposition was correct, it was very hard to understand what the purpose was in the express grant of the

servitude right having contained the specification that it did. The reference to “legal and practical purposes” made by the

pursuers’ solicitor advocate to explain the inclusion of the specification did not assist me. I  also found it inherently unlikely

that even where servitude rights of access were clearly specified, the actuality was that such rights could, regardless of that

specification, be exercised over the whole of the servient property. Notwithstanding the supposed protection of servient

proprietorial rights, via the principle of civiliter, I  considered that would engender great uncertainty as to the extent of

dominant proprietorial rights. An uncertainty that would be repugnant to the efficacy of the heritable property

transactions. The only authority that was brought before me to support the pursuers’ proposition was Moncrieff. I  regret

that I  found nothing in Moncrieff v Jamieson which supported the pursuers’ proposition that the whole of the servient

property was part of the servient tenement.

 

88. I  favoured the defenders’ submissions that the terms of a grant of a servitude right had both purpose and meaning in law.

The servient proprietor has liberty when granting a servitude right to define the extent to which the rights will affect his own

property. The specification of such grants are therefore present to provide clarity upon the nature and extent of servitude

rights. That includes defining the land over which a servitude right of access may be exercised. Where that land was

specified, that specification provided the boundaries of the servient tenement. The authorities pointed to the fact that

servitude rights should be construed strictly, but in any event in this case there was no ambiguity surrounding the

specification provided in the grant.

 

89. As said I  did also consider whether by referencing “legal and practical purposes” I  was perhaps being pointed by the

pursuers’ solicitor advocate to consider that the specification was merely a statement by the servient proprietors of a route

they considered to be civiliter. However, here too, I  found that this approach was not supported by what was said in the

relevant passages of Cusine and Paisley, or in L ord S co ’s comments, or in the authorities I  considered upon the issue of

construction of servitude grants.

 

90. Having decided that the area coloured green was not a part of the servient tenement, I  have concluded that it is not

possible for there to be an ancillary right to turn vehicles upon on that area.

 



91. That being so the defenders’ second argument, concerning the absence of specification and relevancy of the pursuers’

pleading on the reasonable enjoyment test, is rendered academic. However had the first argument made by the defenders’

failed, I would have permitted the case at large to go to probation to determine if the test could be met.

 

92. I  was not persuaded that consideration of what may or may not have occurred prior to 1989 at B arrhill Farm was helpful, at

least at this stage. Assertion that over thirty years ago the property was enjoyed by persons other than the pursuers, without

recourse to using the area coloured green for turning, was, at best, a ma er for probation. It could not operate to illustrate

that the pursuers’ pleadings lacked specification, or were irrelevant.

 

93. S econdly the a ack mounted by the defenders upon the pursuers’ pleadings appeared to be highly semantic. The

pursuers’ had included passages in their pleadings which I  considered , if proven at probation, would be a basis to submit

that the reasonable enjoyment test had been met, viz:

“The ability to turn motor vehicles is a reasonable and necessary part of the exercise of vehicular access. As hereinafter

condescended upon, a car can only be turned at or near the Pursuer’s property with considerable difficulty, and any longer

vehicle cannot turn at all unless using the area shaded green”

 

“The First Pursuer is able to turn his own car, a Volkswagen Golf, with some difficulty using the access road alone. His brother

is unable to turn his Landrover Discovery using the access road alone, without encroaching onto the Pursuers’ land. It is not

possible to turn a car much larger than a Volkswagen Golf, using the access road alone”

 

94. I  will accordingly sustain the third and sixth pleas in law of the defenders, which were directed at the issue of the ancillary

right upon the area coloured green. I  will also sustain the first and second pleas in law, which had wider application, to the

extent that they apply to the issue of the supposed ancillary right of turning on the area coloured green.

 

Effect of the decision in the debate

 

95. Having sustained the defenders pleas in law, I now address the effect that has upon the craves.

 

96. The defenders no longer oppose the first crave. Decree of declarator is therefore granted as craved.

 

97. In light of the decisions that I  have made upon the pleas in law at the debate, I  assoilizie the defenders relative to crave

two and from crave six.

 

98. The defenders having obtempered the interlocutor of 10 April 2019 the pursuers now have a means by which they can



unlock the gate that is the subject of their third crave. As such I make no further order.

 

99. I  recall the interim order previously granted quoad crave four in interlocutor dated 5 June 2019. Thereafter however I

grant decree of interdict to the pursuers in terms of crave four, but only to the extent that this crave concerns itself with the

activities that took place on the access road. As such I  delete from the terms of the decree the words “and over the area

coloured green on said Plan” where they appear on the sixth and seventh lines of that crave, and the words “parking trailers

or other vehicles or any other obstructions” where they appear on the seventh and eighth lines of the crave.

 

 

 

Expenses

 

100. Notwithstanding the success that the defenders have had in terms of what was ultimately argued at debate, given the

various refinements of position I  consider I  should hear parties on the expenses of the debate procedure, as well as the cause

itself. I  was asked by both parties to grant sanction for junior counsel for the debate procedure which culminated in the

hearing of 2 O ctober. I  will do so. I  am satisfied that the issues presented to both parties at the debate procedure met the test

set down at section 108 of the Courts Reform S cotland Act, in so far as legal complexity is concerned. More tentative

submissions were made around sanction for junior counsel for the cause itself. I  will reserve judgement on that issue until the

hearing upon expenses.

 

 

Pleaders

 

101. I  wish to conclude by thanking both pleaders for the manner in which they conducted this debate, which exhibited the best

aspects of both branches of the legal profession.

 

 

   Sheriff McGlennan
                                                                                                                                                       Sheriff
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